Any piece of information is meaningful only when it is able to convey the content about it. The clarity and quality of information is important. Image Fusion is a technique to improve the quality and quantity of information from a set of images. By the process of image fusion the more information from each of the given images is combining together to generate a resultant image whose quality is maximum to any of the input images.
We proposed a Hybrid DWT-DCT method to fuse multi focus images. In this technique we convert the image data from spatial domain to transform domain.. Then decompose the transform data into four parts that is LL, LH, HL, HH part. This decomposition Process again applies in LL part at two levels. After this three level decomposition we combine the input image data by applying average method using DCT and get fused data. This data are in transform domain again convert to spatial domain by applying IDCT and IDWT method and get final fused image with better visual Quality. After getting the result of fused image we compare the quality measure parameters of different technique like PCA, DCT, average pixel, maximum pixel, minimum pixel, HDWT method to hybrid DWT-DCT method. And conclude that the PSNR value and Entropy of fused image have better result as compare to other techniques. Due to this the fused image has better visual Quality as well as more informative data would contain in fused image.
